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is generated by student dhollpuri consumers annually
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Total pair sold/Year = (5050 x52) = 262600

One pair is considered to be sold at Rs.12

A Graph showing the no. of Dhollpuri sold in the region of Moka Flacq in schools 
                         (The numbers are indicative and have been obtained through observations and survey among Dhollpuri sellers. )
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1. University of Mauritius (Next to reduit Store): 100 to 150 Dholl Puri & Faratas on two batches/day
2. Female Secondary School: 30-50 Pair/3 xBreak/day (Rajcoomar Gujadhur)
3. Vocational School: 250 Faratas/Day ( Sir Guy Forget ou Lycee Polytechnique de Flacq)
4. Male Secondary School: 80 Pair/2x Break/day(Sir Leckraz Teelock & Modern College Boys Side)
5. In Mixed School: 50 Pair/2xBreak /day(Aleemiah, Darwin College)

Dhollpuri - A Booming Business?
Low cost, easy availability and a constant unique taste are factors 
that have maintained the Dhollpuri as the top ranking street food 
in Mauritius. The little pancake is the secret behind quite a few 
sucess stories where small entrepreneurs have evolved into 
�ourishing businessmen.

Students in Mauritius form the majority 
of Dhollpuri consummers. They alone
account for a signi�cance percentage 
of the booming Dhollpuri business.

The number of dhollpuri sold is twice than that of the number of 
faratas sold. However, the price of both a farata and dhollpuri are 

generally the same, i.e Rs.12 but it varies between Rs.10-12 
depending on the areas where they are sold. 

Dhollpuris are not made in 
factories, but are cooked at 
dusk to be sold later during 
the day.  Most dhollpuri 
cooks are often males. 

1 Lbs of white �our = 40 Dholl Puris 
1 Lbs of Flour = Rs 15 to Rs 38 (varying on Quality) 
Dholl = Rs 15 to 25

approx.Rs.3,15,1200
Gross Revenue 
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